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many signs used among Masons and Her-

metics; in fact there is a language more or

less comprehended by them all. There is

nothing uncanny nor ultra about the symbol;
rightly used, it is no more pernicious than

the English Alphabet. During long ages,
when the state meant the church, and the

king the priest, men who dared to be "Free

Thinkers" were in danger of their lives. If

the anathemas and excommunications of the

pope had been the sum total of punishment,
they might have shouted their convictions

from the housetops; but the stake and gibbet
were different affairs and effectually shut

their mouths. There is a silence, however,
more deadly than words-an underhand work

that tells on the ages.
The absurdity of the Hermetic of the

Middle Centuries would be -laughable were

it not so pathetic. When he speaks of sul-

phur and mercury and so forth and so on,
his pages in print appear more like the rav-

ings of a lunatic than any thing else. To

pass as a harmless crank was his only hope
of living at all, once upon a time. "But

to-day," you say, "there is no danger, why







the mass of modern isms, propounded by
innumerable teachers going to and fro

throughout the land, he will iind, in bring-
ing these two tests to bear upon them, that

they are failures; not that they have no grain
of truth in them, but that as systems of

philosophy, proving their right to be by their

logical consistency, they are failures-build-

ings with insecure foundations, top-heavy,
minus architectural design; studded with

gems perhaps, but the mass so thrown to-

gether that all sense of Unity is lost.

To hurl assertions at the world without

giving reasons for the same, to deluge
humanity with generalities, amounts to

nothing unless the data appear in the back-

ground, or the assumption is self-evident.

Any amount of astounding assertions is

admissible if the proof be forthcoming; any
sort of a wilderness is bearable if there be

a possible entrance or exit; but to be dropped,
blind-folded, into the center of an Indian

jungle, unaware of how you arrived there,
and desperate as to the means of getting
out, is to steer clear of philosophy, and go

rampant with Chaos.



THE ABSENCE OF THOUGHT.

Can you approximately empty your mind,
not only of imagination and memory, but

also of thought ? A mental vacuum is im-

possible while maintaining consciousness,
but can you order thought away from your
brain as you would drive intruders from

the house, at least when you desire to enter

"The Silence "?

By "The Silence," I mean that restful place
where there are voices which sing lullabys
such as a mother hums to her child. Can

you throw yourself upon your mother's

breast where thought is not, and lying there

hear but her music which is full of sweet-

ness and echoes. She will sing to you of

her undying passion for the sun, which yet
is somewhat colder than in days of _ her

youth. She will croon fairy tales of times

when she brought forth gods. She will hum
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away of the by-gone, when the moon was

nearer and bigger-a lusty infant scarcely
weaned. She will croak of age, and com-

plain of cold, and the fickle sun. She
strokes you with 'pity, a puny child of her

middle life, and you nestle up to her heart

and forget to think. You are all ears and

eyes-memory, imagination, logic, have

gone. You are negative, receptive, vacant,
and your mother seives her dreams through
you, in the silence ; they rush into you and

out as a stream through a culvert. You

fee1,but this is not passion, there is scarcely
a positive element about it; it is revelry
void of aim. You are drawing the milk

from your mother's breast, with scarce more

consciousness than that of a petted child.

To be sure, it intoxicates like a mild wine, it
calms like a soothing drug. You feel

scarcely yet born-Your sense of individu-

ality is` stupeiied by hers-You are lost

almost, on the billows of her bosom, with-

out thought, as I define it, without memory
or creative power-a speck on her breast

rising and falling with its rythmic heave.
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This is "The Silence." But you ask me

" Do we take nothing away from it, do

we come back to positive self again and

bring no trophy ? " Her dreams did but

rush through you, we answer, but you were

washed clean, just as the culvert is washed

by the hurrying river. No bath in the dews

ofthe morning can purify like this. The sub-

tle drip of her dreams, more misty than silver

fog, has whitened your face and brightened
your eyes. You come back to your positive
self made over, because so much has gone
from you. You weigh less, you move with

speed, you feel yourself a part of the gases;
earth's gravitation has little hold, you are

light, you Hoat like a feather on air, you Hy
like a butterdy. Something has gone; you
were stripped by your mother and hugged
naked. You discover that your raiment has

vanished. Like Eve you are ashamed, and

you gather _leaves and grasses, and weave a

garment, which trails on the ground.
Nature is a great thief-and by nature we

mean at this juncture the mother aspect-
she is ever struggling to get you back into
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herself; if she cannot have you alive, she

will take you dead; but be not alarmed,
when you thin/c you steal from her, and the

balance is struck.

The individual thinks, but he who ap-

proximately yields, for the time, his indi-

viduality, ceases to reason. I am going to

tell you later what I mean by thought; just
now I desire to impress upon you the neces-

sity of non-thought. Man can never re-

bound to one extreme, unless he can spring
to the other. The positive thinker must be

a non-thinker. The great reasoner contains

within himself the possibilities of a fool.
The reaction from thought must inevitably
be to the region of non-entity.

Do not imagine that the mass of people
are either very positive or very negative;
they have neither the dynamic, ejective
power of the thinker, who sends a fiery mes-

senger from his brain straight to an object,
tears out- its core and brings it back, nor

the abandonment of the baby who fastens

itself to its mother.

To suffer yourself to be hypnotized by
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nature, is to act on the mimic stage of life

the part of the clown, who laughs and

shivers and winks as the manager dictates.
This is possible only to the mighty thinker,
who rises so high with his "Balloon of

Thought," that when it collapses in the

azure, he falls a dead weight on the bosom

of her who watches her chance to enfold him.

If you find that you cannot get rid of

yourself; you have not acquired the power to

think; you will never shock the world with

your originality, nor overturn kingdoms.
But if you should discover some time that

you are a fool, be of good cheer, the sage

will appear next day.
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_THOUGHT.

Thought as we have said, is dynamic.
just in proportion as you energize intellect,
will thought be. You must first have an

object upon which to spend your force, and if

that power be great, you will take the de-

fenseless thing by storm. To fire your bat-

tery of thought at a thing, is to shatter it.

You break it to pieces and get at its inner-

most construction. Thought is first icono-

clastic, and afterward cumulative. In its

projectile energy it overthrows, in its con-

structive energy it rebuilds. Analysis pre-
cedes synthesis, and the thinker plays with

the two as a boy plays with a pack of cards.

When thought is approximately absent,
you Hoat on the stream of Nature; when

thought is present, you row up tide. The

thinker is an individual as against all odds;
he throws down his gauntlet to the Universe,
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and in his Almightiness tries to deiine God.
He postulates a fundamental premise as solid

as the foundation of earth, and erects his

tower of Babel in the form of a syllogism,
even to the skies. He somehow manages to

brace up his individuality and hold his own

against an army. He has no vulnerable

point, not even a heel, and the arrows of the

angels break on him as if he were incased in

metal.

A thinker is a positive entity, but uncom-

mon of course. A cat even has logic, but it

is hardly a thinker, as we deine the term.

Men as a rule, reason out their little theories,
lay down syllogisms, gather data, and infer,
but the thinker does more. The master

who plays with thought as a child plays
with a pack of cards, has a logic no diH`erent

from that of a cat or the leader ofa town-

meeting. Logic is logic in the brain of a tit-

mouse or the cranium of a Cuvier. But a

giant in intellect has a Unit of Force that

sends his little ball of logic out into space,
at something which it hits and penetrates.
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The thinker has an eye that sees, and an

energy that propels. Right here we would

say, that in reality he may be no stronger
than another who hits nothing, but the

difference is this, the thinker directs and

utilizes his power while the other dissipates
and wastes.

If you have a horse and hitch him to a

plow, you can make a furrow, if he runs at

large he will leave but the track of his

hoofs.

Thought goes under, around and into a

thing-it concentrates. You look about for

the thinker-one who holds to a subject
until he has mastered it-but where is he?

Logic is simple, but thinking is subtle.

The thinker, if he appear, whirls logic with-

in logic, _syllogism within syllogism. He is

a diver who goes to sea bottom. He calcu-

lates, he compares, he hypothesizes, and

theorizes, he weighs and measures, he

reaches, gathers and holds, and finally he

judges. The thinker juggles with induc-

tion and deduction as a showman tosses

knives; he hunts for facts as a miser hunts
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for gold; he steals from maternal Nature, as

she endeavors to steal from him, and comes

out more than even every time.

When the non-thinker comes to himself

after his resuscitation from drowning in

Nature's milk, he says to her after the man-

ner of Christ to his mother, "What have I

to do with thee? " The tremendous rebound

to egoism from non-entity, makes him inclu-

sive rather than included. He encompasses
instead of being incompassed-He is master

rather than child-He environs the object
with his long arms of subjectivity-He is a

self generating force, held to all other Egos
by the merest thread-A self illuminating
star dispensing light to his little coterie of

planets. He is a creator manipulating laws,
for lol he thinks.

This is not what the reasoning animal

does. It knows nothing of thinking in its

high sense, neither do the herd of men.

The thinker in his might is a giant, star-

ing over the heads of pygmies. His march

is one of terror; he crushes crawling, grovel-
ing life wherever he treads. He unceremon-
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1ously peeps under the veil of ISIS, and

rudely stares the Sphmx 1n the eyes
When the thmker goes rampant nations

tremble France shuddered at Rosseau, and

England rebelled at Spencer Chnst carried
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or not, who 15 a fool and Master 1n one,
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more often ahve
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an object as a. lordly husband mcludes h1s
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wife. His potential personality is far rc-

moved from all that he does not reach after,
and isolate, he swings round his orbit in

heaven, as though no other star were. He

is unlike all else, and is styled a genius
because he originates. The pressure of his

hand is never forgotten-it leaves an impress
which is not seen, but felt.

Let us reiterate once more, the power to

give up, means the power to take again. If

you have a potent individuality bolstered by
thought, you can take it 0E as you would

your clothes and retire to sleep and dreams

in Nature's arms-naked, thoughtless-to
wake, and don _yourse{f once more, a

tremendous Ego, armored and panoplied for

war--an individual who spurns his mother's

apron strings and starts out for himself

-a conquerer taking the citadel of Nature

by storm-scaling heaven, weighing stars,
spanning space, building worlds. Such the

thinker!
'

In his greed to have, to hold, to know, he

wraps his heart in velvet, that the thud of

its plaintive beat may escape his ears. He
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conceals the tears in his eyes by his cold

steely gaze. He frowns on Cupid, and scoH`s

at the solicitations of Venus. There is an

iceberg grandeur about him, that makes the

weak shiver, and flowers droop. He calcu-

lates with lightning rapidity, and 'figures to

him, mean something different from symbols.
His thought turns to action as soon as it is

born-and comes forth a double-faced child.

He sees the smallest and the greatest aspect
of a man or a country, and all that goes
between extremes, is swept by his eye.

To think is but one mood of man.

Another day, the man of thought may turn

lover, but which ever expression is his, the

whole being goes out in it.

Remember then, that he who can lose

himself can iind himself. The thinker

means the non-thinker, and thought present,
the possibility of thought absent.
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SCIENCE.

The man of science seeks data at the risk

of his life; he hunts for evidence like a

detective, and submits to the world his

hypothesis as an oBicer delivers his prisoner
to thejudge. Without shame, he acts the spy,
and brings his own, or a microscopic eye to

bear on the hidden haunts of beast, bird, and

insect; he boldly watches the domestic life'

and scandals of tiny specimens, as a giant
might watch ours. He cruelly cuts open the

body of the animal while still it lives, and

devours the inner workings of its organs
with the heartless gaze of an investigator.
He enters hospitals and experiments on in-

digent humanity, and after the death of a

long4suH`ering patient, buys his body for

the dissecting table. He forgets himself in

his greed for facts. He makes long marches
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mid the dangers of the Archipelago and

sleeps under the stars by the side of the

savage, that he may capture a baboon,
or get experience from an orang-outang.
He sits up all night with the stars, and

exchanges a chill for an eclipse. He ruins

his eyes with the microscope and his blood

with contagion. He tests medicines on him-

self, and watches his own symptoms even

to the point of death, for the purpose of

taking notes. He is after data. and he knows

how to get them, and once possessing facts

suiicient, he is aware how to act. He is

emphatically inductive, and stores away his

accumulated "stubborn things
" until some

day he flashes athwart the world's mind

the sword-cutting glitter of a law.

This is the man of science, who Ends

the good of the many in the anguish of

the few; who sacriices himself with his

victim, that the storehouse of knowledge
may be stuffed, and ignorance provided with

a bed of ease. He sets electricity ablaze

by a spark from his own brain,and sends the

thoughtless crowd cross country in vehicles
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started by his own Unit of Force. He for-

gets ambition, fame, money, self; he loses

his life in his riddle as the gamester does in

his trap. He is as fanatic along his line, as

the most ardent disciple of an anthropomobic
god, and is as far superior to him as is__the
truth-seeker to the worshiper of idols.

Through these pioneers of the world's

progress, man has advanced. He sucks the

apple which the devotee of science climbed

after to the topmost bough. He walks

around at night by the light of fallen stars,
as if no brain fiber had been taxed in knock-

ing them down. He swallows his microbe-

killer and rests complacently on his bed of

convalescence, as if no martyr had given a

life for his.

Humanity is a vampire which grows fat

on the blood of sacrifice. Man warms him-

self by the fire which Prometheus stole,
while vultures peck at the Hesh of the god.

But why all this veiled eulogy, to what

purpose this rhapsody? Take note-If man

can acquire facts without, and play with the

forked lightning of a principle, why not
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within? If the inductive method is good in

the search among objects, why not also when

the Ego turns about and faces the other

way? Is it unscientihc to look upon Self

interiorly, as well as upon its manifestation

exteriorly, and to ramble round after data

in the enclosed country, even to the risk of

life as one does on foreign soil? Why not

watch the inside of the psychic house, as

well as out of the windows? Why not accu-

mulate, compare, eliminate, classify, data

gathered in the byways and highways of

being, as well as in the streets and alleys of

objective life? Why not bring the micro-

scope to bear on one's self, and the telescope
as well for that matter, gazing at the insects

and the stars within as accurately as one

scans minute life without, or sweeps exter-

ior heaven?

The man of science does but half his

work, when he looks externally in one direc-

tion. Has he forgot that there is space in-

side as well as outside-that the perspective
along the channels of being is as far-reach-

ing as the prospect from source to mouth of
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the river bed? Has he forgot that for Sirius
without there is Sirius within, which can be

dealt with by the test scale of gravitation,
whose weight he can gauge by the mighti-
ness of its pull ? Has he forgot the poten-
tial nuclei scattered throughout his inner

self, as thickly strewn as seeds on the preg-
nant ground? Has he forgot that evolution

is manifesting in him, as well as without,
and that he is part and parcel of earth's soul

as well as of her body?
Man, in his mad desire to stand Erm-

footed on the North pole, forgets that there

is a South; and though he may never plant
a perpetual standard on either, it is possible
to veer back and forth between both, now

approximately toward one, and again toward
the other, making scientific explorations in

either direction, and gathering data sudicient

to it two halves into a circle of wholeness,
which stands for completed truth.

The vice of science thus far has been, to

study data from its material manifestations,
leaving the immaterial to the clutches of

the fakir and priest. The man of science
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casts his immortal soul into the cauldron of

a syllogism, where an uncanny metaphysi-
cian turns it over and rolls it up and down

till annihilation were preferable to its last

uncertain state. But the day approaches
when the cold gaze of science shall turn

inward, till the balls of its eyes shall look

like those of the dead, beholding things of

which no sage haswrit-facts which fail of

translation, save into action-principals
whichdenyexpression save in regeneration-
potentialities inactive save in Mastership-
divinity unrealized save in the god.
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scowling, certain. With the soft shimmer

of fire on the juniper leaves, the shadows

beneath utter the menacing speech of silence,
and tell that which the fixed scowl on the

brow of man tells when dire Hate shrouds

him.

Love! your mantle is many times folded,
and white only where the high lights glitter.

What do you do, O man! when the sun's

rays descend like a shower of gold on your
head-What do you do, O slave of the Pairs!

when it tortures your body with fire, even to

where your feet press earth-What do you
do when the drops ooze from your pores to

your brow, or drip from your hands? You

see/c the shade-You crawl under the juni-
per bush and shiver with cold. You have

revelcd so long in passionate heat, that now

you freeze in clammy sweat, and strive to

hug the shadows whose indiilferent touch

turns iire to ice.

What do you do when Cupid pierces you
with arrows, till each wound is a fevered

center of love-which like all things in-

flamed, grows fetid and breeds vermin? You
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seek the shadowy halls of Hate, and though
you avoid the inner dungeon, you lie in the

corridor and suH`er IndiB`erence to breathe

his north-wind breath upon you till your

putrid sores are healed.

An extreme swing of the pendulum calls

for another in the opposite direction-the

time piece loses it measured beat and fails

to point the hour.

We are not speaking here of that soft in-

dolence which calls itself love-which shakes

hands with all mankind, pats little children

on their heads, and strokes the backs of re-

sponsive brutes. We are not referring to

the unctious soul who drips sanctity from

his inger ends on whatsoever he doth touch.

We imply not that mortal who is steeped
in the heat of his own blood, till he bloats

with a species of selilsatisfaction that re-

dounds to the welfare of the world. We have

no dealing here with an attenuated altruism,
grandly stimulating in its essence as is the

oxygen we breathe, but in its very univer-

salism far removed from the mightily selfish,
yet God-inspired passion known as love.

'
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Love, in its projectile intensity, sees but

one object-It is focused persistently upon a

target-It shocks the ether medium between

itself and the desired, and hypnotizes its

prey by the invincibleness of its will. Love

gives no quarter, but slaughters and devours.

Love is a bullet of passion aimed straight.
Love is a stream confined twixt granite
banks, rushing from source to mouth. Love
is male, he is Eros-His arrows of light
are fresh from the furnace iires, they are

new-child of Venus and Hermes; he was

bred in a nest of veils, but he tears them to

pieces one by one and comes forth winged,
hot and naked to be clipped and cooled by
the shears and breath of Hate.

The comet drawn by the fascinating
subtlety of the sun, rushes across heaven

straight to the fiery core-It makes of itself

an arrow sped by its own explosion-and
the sun strives to gather it in, as the Hsher~

man hauls in his fish, but terrific as is the

attraction, if the comet is a true entity, if

within it glow the iires of regenerative indi-

viduality, sharp and sure is its sweep about,
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-She pulls hard at the gyves that bind her

fast to Hate, and owns them both.

Impartial as is justice, when Cupid Hies,
Hate's chain is cut.

Necessity conceived and brought forth

two-a pair of twins, one black, one white-

and Justice weighing, found the balance

struck.

Love! Is there no middle course, you

ask, some soft, dim, shadowy place where

light and darkness blend-where zephyrs,
cool and warm, may follow each other, as do

silver doves-where moons fall softly on the

breast of summer seas and dream their misty
dreams-where neutral tints and semi-tones

charm sense to happy rest-where soft, half

satisfied desire enchants the nerves to rev-

elry in their own throbs-where life, in sen-

suous emtacy, knows all the languor of soft

youth, ere fateful passion claims its own?

Such course there is-and Love oft times is

napping there. If you but keep the boy
asleep, but drug him with the scent of flow-

ers, 'tis well. But should he wake-Away
with dream! The awful problem! now!!
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What of a love like that of Christ-the

love of object, country, race-that drives its

slaves to torment and to death? A calm re-

tort. !! is the same-passion seven times

hotter than before-passion that outvies all

iires that man can build-passion that bids

poets writegtheir sonnets in the blood of their

beloved-passion that lights the dungeon
with the eyes of those adored-passion that

captures countries and subdues their tribes

-passion that lays claim to the unborn, and

dominates the future by its grasp upon today.
Passion that hurls scorn like hard rocks

at the Gentile, and rains tears upon-the jew.
Whate'er you love, be it country, object,

angel or a god, your tongue of irony is

loosed, and bitter words drop from the place
where honeyed measures fell.

The Master's poise lies not in feeling but

in knowing-He feels as a god feels-to

the dregs of his heart-He knows as a god
knows-to the limit of intellect-And look-

ing Necessity full in the eyes, he _,cuts the

flower chain of Cupid, and liberates Hate.
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WOMAN.

As it required but one rib of Adam to

make Eve, and as she is completely equipped
with this portion of a skeleton herself,
while she is ever a part of him, she is essen-

tially not all of him; in fact she has a

potent individuality that never can be his.

The myth of the Bible is pregnant with

meaning, and might be interpreted in its

completest sense by a practical Hermetic;
but in this essay we propose neither to in-

spect its subtleties, nor lay bare the shining
tables of the Law. We cover the face of

Moses and come down to earth's level to be-

hold humanity as it sees itself.

In the crowd we End woman; she is every-
where as common as man. She not only
looks out through the lattice of the casement,
but she traverses the street and barters in the
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market. The bolts slip back as if moved by
unseen hands when her knock is heard on

the door. Unveiled she sits amid men in the

counsel chamber and the church. She

points her own telescope at the sky and

searches for stars, as her timid sister hunts

for flowers, and dares to look man straight
in the eyes without dropping her fringed
lids. She is possessed of a sort of bold

modesty, the like of which was never seen

on earth before. There is deiance in the

straight carriage of her form and the poise
of her head which is not wanting in sweet-

ness, though it teems with half expressed
power. The shape of her brow is changed,
and Praxiteles, were he alive today, would

need more breadth of marble where the hair

kisses the skin, than he used in the balmy
days of Greece. Her brain is heavier and

more infolded, than was that of Diana, boxed

into a twenty inch skull. She has kept pace
with herself however, for her chin is irmer,
and her eyes speak meanings not read in

those of Dido; there is a challenge in their

depths_which has recently come; it has the
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sphinx quality. And man who has changed
but little since the days of Herodotus, save

through the evolution of his mother, seeks

to read the riddle; he is puzzled, enchanted.

The Oriental scoifs and sneers and looks

again. The Occidental feels a sweetness

about his heart that is new-amigazes on.

Behold the master parallel-man and

woman-the pair bound eternally by the rib

of Adam, in their polarity challenging each

other, and smiling in an ecstacy of deiance,
feeling in their extreme of consciousness the

sweetness and indissolubility of the bond.

Woman has slept through the ages till now,
with an infant on her breast and an embryo
in her womb; save here and there one, or a

few, who woke to shock earth from its foun-

dations with the potency of an ultra indi-

viduality.
The woman in woman has lived sleepless

from all time; but the man in her-the

positive-naps oil' and on, as if drugged by
sex narcotics.

Evolution is slower than the mills of the

gods, but in spite of this the individual
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buried in the brain of woman, at last looks

out from the windows of her eyes-it is

sleepy still-and wonders as its glance
sweeps the spaces, whether there will be

rain or shine; it wonders if it dare venture

forth; it blinks and blinks and turns this

way and that, uncertain; it feels as the

bud feels on the irst opening-afraid of

space and the sun. It fears knowledge and

learning and experience; it dreads the

elbows of man and his tongue; it fears the

elements and the battle-yet when it looks

over its shoulder on the nest where it has

slept and dreamed for centuries, it iinds it

foul-unclean. For the first time it is

suiciently awake to sense the odor ofdecay
and age.

The individual is turning, in woman,
backward and forward, undecided. It lies

down to get up, and gets up to lie down;
it is restless. It has no fixed gaze, like

that of man. Its power of concentration is

weak. But mark you the sea, when its

tide starts upward, no mandate of a king
can stop it. It rises to its limit of possi-
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tions, man has instituted the harem, where

his positive entity has found in the many,
what he missed unconsciously in a single
Ego.

Now and then one-a veritable Cleopatra
has flashed like a comet across skies to

show that such could be. One Sapho sang
notes that live yet, and drown in their

echoes the voices of the male nightingales
of modern song. One Aspasia was a casus

belli, that changed the international rela-

tions of Greece; and one woman of the

moderns altered the Astronomical map.
But a star, isolate, is ever bright-the
search-light of comparison shines else-

where-and without a foil it glitters on.'

What of it? What does it mean?-this

claim to individuality by woman-this self

assertiveness-this force? Will Cupid per-
ish neath the heel of her masculine foot,
and man suH`er by her accession ofstrength?
Perhaps, till the woman awakes in him.

Of one thing be sure, the mythical rib-or

that for which it stands as a perpetual
symbol-can never be severed; the indis-
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soluble bond is as iixed as the Hat of law.

And whether man sleeps and woman wakes,
or woman sleeps and man wakes, or both

look with a challenging smile of full con-

sciousness-eye to eye-one can never

escape the other. The moving equilibrium
will be struck somehow, somewhere, be-

tween the negative and positive. The

Pairs are faithful, and an equator is as cer-

tain as are the north and south poles.
But today, what of today-the positive

now? We answer, it foreshadows tomor-

row. Today is the dawn which conceives

and gives birth to noon-and who shall

predict the splendors of noon?
`

2 When woman reaches full consciousness

O man! tremble at your joy. When the

girdle of Venus is taken from her hips and

twined about her brow, O man! beware of

too much happiness. In the old time,
Aphrodite stole in to sup with thee, and

afterward to twine herself about thee as the

ivy hugs the oak. But tomorrow from early
dawn to dusk, she will gleam here and

everywhere, defying light with the Hash of
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her individuality-on ship deck, in the

mart of trade, mid books, touching all

things with herself, till the world burns

and your own eyes smart.

Will it be better or worse? For whom,
we ask-for thee? 'Tis out oforder. Her

turn has come. She also shall know life-

She also shall read the future in the Hash

of dzferent gems-She also shall draw at

the Hasks of varied wines-She also shall

enter the ice chambers of intellect, and

grow warm at the furnace of divine passion
-She also shall give and take. Justice
never yet through eternity has blushed;
her scale reaches out of sight, and her arm

from socket to finger tip, is too long for

the measurement of mortal eyes.
'

The sun of the Orient descends to rise
over the Occident, and departs from the

west to Hood the east-The equator runs

true to the poles-And the doves of night
brood o'er the land, when the sea-gull rises

to greet the day.
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THE MARTYRS.

Many ardent disciples of every cult

instinctively seek martyrdom. This comes

not necessarily from a love of Truth as they
understand it, but from a desire to prove
their righteousness by their very su&`ering,
and also from a vanity inherent in them-

selves. The uniqueness and sacredness of

martyrdom tickles their fancy and makes

them anxious to pose as saviors and semi-

saviors of mankind. In the martyr you can

usually discover an obstinacy and intoler-
ance that would be unendurable to the world

outside were it not for the reality of his suf-

fering. To be sure he believes himself

right. This is the irst proposition and not

to be disputed. In this he is honest; as

honest as God. Braced by his backbone of

conviction, he stands erect and prides him-

self upon his straightness, as though there
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owner of It 1S converted by somethlng, no

matter what He glares at the world hke a

mother þÿ�t�1�g�1�" ¬�S�Sprotectmg her young and

1mag1nes that h1s pos1t1on and stand are of

more lmportance than that of a reasonxng

archangel This ultra aspect CXC1tCS com

ment and sneers from an otherwxse un1n

terested crowd In fact they laugh and pro-
ceed to pelt h1m w1th stones ThlS IS what

he most ardently des1res, a new dxgmty
envelopes h1m, a 'far oif" look comes 1nto

h1s eyes, he casts them upward and folds h1s

hands, and the crowd laughs louder and

supremely r1d1cu1ons and sad 1n the whole

condxtxon, each 15 1n_1ured, the crowd and

the martyr, the people first, because of the

assumptlon on the part of one of them that

he 15 proh1b1ted, when he really 15 not

Th1s very assumptxon IS an outrage on the

crowd's xdea of falr play, and they proceed
to bnng hlm to sense 1n v1r1le fashxon The

moment the first stone 15 thrown the pos1
t1on sh1Fts, and the outrage apparently 1S

upon the martyr, though really a balance 15
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throws more stones. There is something
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he would cut out his tongue rather than men-

tion aloud, because he avoids martyrdom.
He has no desire whatever to be unique, nor

ultra, nor by his position to challenge
humanity, as though they knew nothing and

he knew all. He has no desire that repent-
ant tears shall be rained upon his sacred

grave. When he talks his speech is bold,
but there is much that he does not say.

Now having written this against the

majority of have-been and would-be mar-

tyrs, we come out in defense of those others

whose martyrdom is thrust upon them in

spite of themselves. Of those few who have

not been self assertive, nor proselytists nor

presumptuous, only in deadly earnest,

allowing the same privilege to their fellow

men that they demand for themselves. Such
there are who are persecuted.

The crowd, as a rule, believes in fair play,
and avoids interfering with a sort of half

understood liberty which all desire to have.

But now and then an individual among them,
spoiling for a Bght, raises a hue and cry,
till the mass, like a flock of sheep, bleat in
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But there are some in the world who

cannot endure this poise, this justice; there

are tyrants, intolerants, dictators, who are

galled beyond measure by such an exhibit

in a brother man. They hate with a cold

steel hate, and if they fail to thrust him

through with a sword, they prick him with

pins. He suH`ers a blow on the right cheek,
then on the left till the limit is reached. If

the power lie in him he clinches his foes; if

not, he suH`ers martyrdom. This is an

unsought honor; it is thrust on him, and

from it he extracts a sweet, as might a bee

from bitter herbs. He is no coward who

goes with a hung down head to the stake.

He walks erect with an air of conviction
which is far removed from arrogance, and

turns neither to the right nor left to feel the

public pulse. He neither rolls up his eyes
nor clasps his hands, nor is there a halo

about his head. His glance speaks power,
and his tread firmness-while around his

lips are lines of pain. He thrills with no

ictitious ecstacy, whose reaction is as deadly
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"I hate you." To answer back in these

small phrases is to stoop and grovel, so you

"grin and bear," but it is ceaseless, endless.

persecution.
There are silent martyrs everywhere, who

dash away rebellious tears and go bravely
on while pathetically twisting sad lips to

smiles; who answer half hid jeers with

pleasant tones ; who neither bend nor crawl,
but welcome suH`ering rather than disgrace.

History is hoary with half told stories,
and we make history every day.

There is no need to seek martyrdom, to

pose. If you are strictly true to self, you
are bound to bring up against it at every
turn in the road. The problem is how to

manage and deal with it. If you are going
somewhere you cannot turn back; if the

enemy is too strong for you, you must

suffer, suffer, suffer.

Pathos is the sombre mate of ecstacy; and

athwart the shadow the sun makes its way!
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HABIT.

When you glance at the subject of this

essay you will be inclined to skip it for the

very title suggests monotony, uniformity,
and all those conditions and states of being
which make life lifeless. At this we do not

wonder, for Habit is a tyrant that puts man

into a refrigerator at stated intervals and

freezes his ever shifting liquid of being into

ice. Before he has time to melt after the

imprisonment, the hour arrives for a second

incarceration. S0 he is to all intents and

purposes, continually congealed, and has

comparatively little possibility of variety in

his existence.

Life is only life' as it is various and many-
tinted. Color, form, shifting point of view

and vantage, chance for combination, crea-

tion, all these imply life. To be crystal-
lized, set, fixed, is to 'be half dead-a. sort
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of viviied mummy, leathery and dry-yet
able to move automatically and look one

way. This is a travesty on life in its full,
gushing, fountain-spring sense.

Every day, every-where, we meet these

walking creatures of habit, who go over the

same road at exactly the same time, whose

watches are regulated by standard clocks,
and who never vary a second in punctuality.
These people are always seeking to repeat
experiences which in fact never can be

repeated, and being complete failures as to

living, they are amazed that so much good-
ness, sometimes called promptness, turns

out as badly as it does. These "creatures

of habit " wake on time, dress on time, eat

on time; they open the same door at the

same moment, and pass out into the street

at a certain altitude of the sun. Yet there

is a difference, yesterday was not like to-day,
and they puzzle over this minimum of

change. In spite of themselves there is

variety, though scarcely appreciable. The
leaven has saved them to a faint glow of life,
and gently fermented mummies that they
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would shine like those of the young. Your

hair would glisten and glow like living
grasses; red and white would rival each

other in your clear skin, and your step
would be springy and quick as that of a boy
at play.

Youth is nothing other than the butterfly-
chasing power, which enables one to skip
across country after a chimera or a bubble,
and back again in time to make a journey
toward the desired goal.

Have you forgot that the star, Polaris,
Hashes 'fiery tints of red, and blue, and

yellow, dazzling the eye of the mariner who

heads due north on the surging sea?
_
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THE FAMED ELIXIR.

"Life's enchanted cup but sparkles near

the brim," Byron sang of the mortal, but

we sing of the immortal. Byron spake of

man, but we talk of the god.
In the veins of the earth's subjects there

runs a liquid called blood, through those of

the Olympians gushed a Huid called ichor.

When Solomon founded his temple, at

the innermost shrine were whispered secrets,
and the never dying echo of the whisper has

struck softly on the ear of the incarnate

nineteenth century.
Since man caught at life, as its own object

-Since the mortal discovered the god-
Since the creature realized the inward

creator-Since humanity was found drowned

in immortality-From the knowledge of the

fact that eternity out-distances time, man
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consciously, the grasp on, The One

Tking." Virginity is never dwarfed

by habit, but sees with keen eyes the thing
it would capture, though it zigzags in the

chase. The virgin bathes herself in the

dew and drinks at the fountain spring; she

has strange gifts, her sight is clairvoyant,
her touch heals the sick. But the virgin
who conceives a Christ is pure, not alone in

body but in heart. Her thought is on the

plane of life; she walks on the mountain

ridges, and avoids the valley of death. Thus

we spmk-interpret you who can.

The soul has wings, but when man clips,
Psyche drags her plumes. Wait!! the

plumes will grow again. Bury the shears

in damp earth and let them rust. Psyche
comes with the birds, and bees, and sucks

the nipples of the plants; Psyche bathes

with Diana in the running brook, and

poises on wing near the bosom of earth; she

trades love glances with Cupid and kneels

at the shrine of Uranian Venus.

The soul is prolific and when it moulds

in matter its Engers are dainty.
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fern covered niches were watered by per-

petual springs?
Ah! the shaft which marks a mortal's

grave cuts the sun in twain, and draws a

band of black across earth's bosom, that out-

lasts the mourner's crepe.
Remember in sem are seeds of IQ/'e and

death; the crop will prove the planting.
Would you have perfumed Bowers on the

tree of life, rather than a fruit that another

eats, cut oH` the opening buds; they will

grow again, again, again, in their ceaseless

eH`ort to fruit; and the air will be redolent

with perfume, while the eye of man gloats
on beauty, and Psyche eats the pollen and

drinks the dew.
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WORDS.

When the mind is _surcharged, it breaks

out in words to that extent that people often

talk to themselves. From a low form of

life upward, entities speak; conveying to

one another a veiled meaning which is but

half guessed. Words are exceedingly mis~

leading and yet are the best means known

to man, with one exception, for conveying
thought. If they are winged messengers,

they Hy to their destination in a roundabout

way, but nevertheless arrive, and are more

eH`ective than pantomime.
Beast, bird, and man have always talked;

for silence eternal is not possible with a

full brain; even the dumb-born make

hideous attempts at speech and sound.

The dumb undoubtedly have an internal

language of symbols by which they
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What then is the hope of the word

painter, the preacher and the teacher ?

How shall the orator set fire to an audience,
and the poet to a country? Are his words

to fly back at him like boomerangs having
accomplished but little.-Are they bad

pennies sure to return ? The user of

words is wise when he fully comprehends
their limitations. He weighs and measures

them and knows what they are, and are not.

He deducts a certain per cent. of valuation

from them, and expects a result from their

output in accordance with the reduction.

He takes account of the understandings
that receive, as well as of the words that

give. He makes allowances for his own

language and that of others; he expects
rather less than more from words than the

impulse that sent them forth would imply.
He gets at the standard, generally accepted,
everyday meaning of the word, and then

he uses it with salt. He never digs in the

soil of philosophy for root discoveries when

he writes and talks to the people; his time

is too precious; he acquires as nearly as
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possible the people's language in its correct

form and comes down to them instead of

undermining them. They stand on words

as a foundation of common communica-

tion, and the sage surely will not throw_up
their roots, and topple humanity over.

Among savants of course, the case is dif-

ferent; but the writer and the orator sell

their wares (or give them) to the crowd.

Words are certainly Hermetic enough at

best, they expose and hide, being every-
where exponents of the universal parallel-
ism in all nature. The wise realize this

and toss words back and forth accordingly,
accepting the impossible as a necessary

corollary of the possible; squeezing words

for the juices, which can never in spite of

it, be sucked dry. The philosopher is well

aware that whatever he may choose to

write or say will be interpreted by each

individual differently; and though he state

as accurately as possible, his perceptions
and conceptions, though he clothe the chil-

dren of his imagination in colored fabric of

his own dye, he is absolutely certain that
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A dictionary on legs might be of great
service if it had the attribute of omnipres-
ence, but things being as they are, it is more

useful in the rack.

Words! words! words I wind-blown
feathers! words! sunbeams-hot shot-

messengers of life or death!
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heal you. If the letters be scrawled in

electric iire, they will leave a tattoo mark on

your inner man, which will last to the day
of death.
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THE FALSE PROPHET.

He has come down the perspective of time

like the Wandering Jew; he changes his

dress each century, and has the monopoly
of iireflies and phosphorus. There is no

heat in him, he steals his light like the

moon. How he manages to keep going and

living is readily explained by the law of

polarity; as long as the inspired preach
Sermons on the Mount, he must needs be.

All greatness is not of inspiration; a fire

as hot may result from spontaneous com-

bustion, and Moses on Sinai, for aught we

know, may have originated the table of

the Law.

The false prophet is neither an originator
nor is he inspired in its high sense; he

neither sets 'fire by his own flame nor by
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foil to those others, who called down that

unique fire from heaven, endowed with

potency to lick up its very enemy-the
water in the trench. The fakir emphasizes
the Master, the false prophet the priest.
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"MY COUNTRY 'TIS OF THEE."

'Tis a strange fancy of modern times

that patriotism must needs die with the

advance of civilization-that generalization
of thought and grasp hinges on universalism

of race, language and religion; that the Unit

must needs level the Many, and variety
ultimately perish in the bosom of the One.

When all mineral life shall manifest in

the same species of rock; when all plant
phenomena shall appear in the same form of

tree; when all organized Hesh shall stride

about in the same type of man; when all

stars shall become suns, and all suns of the

same magnitude; when Monotony shall sit

on a throne under the name of Unity, and

shall beat down Variety to the level of a Dead

Sea, then, and not till then, shall the pas-
sion of patriotism go out.
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While we, of all people, seek the indis-

soluble bond which binds man to man,

country to country, race to race; while we

trace it even in the spaces, and note

how it holds planet to planet, sun to sun,

constellation to constellation; while we

reiterate the axiom that, as is Cosmos so is

Microcosmos, yet as vehemently, as emphati-
cally do we assert that the figure one, stand-

ing for a celestial, indivisible unit, implies
the igure two, three, four, and so on end-

lessly. And though we discover constant

law and eternal principle in mind, we, at the

same time stumble over the divisibility and

variety in matter under the guise of the

shifting phenomena of change. Keeping
before our mental telescope then the two

suns, revolving as double or single stars

according to the length of our sight, we

daringly allirm that forever and forever there

will be shades of difference in the lives and

environments of animals, men, and angels,
that shall necessitate variety of location and

habitat. In consequence an inextinguish-
able patriotism. "My Country 'tis of Thee."
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enough to see the center of the world's

wheel will see, also, the spokes and the

circumference.

That earth is tending more and more to

an universal exchange of ideas I will not

deny; that wires and bands of steel are on

solid ground, as well as in the blue above,
and the blue below, I should be a fool to

ignore; I simply assert, that interchange
and exchange, do not in any sense have a

levelling eifect, but, on the contrary, impel
and substantiate a pregnant individuality.
The very variety which results from

exchange, emphasizes the Master in the

man, by startling him into a consciousness

of his Unit of Force, which, for all time,
backward as well as ahead is his and

his alone.

My Country 'tis of Thee," whether its

shores are washed by two seas or encircled

by one; whether its Hag ilaunts many colors

or a lone star; whether it be edged with ice-

bergs or fringed with lillies; whether its

sharp crags pierce dread skies, or its laugh-
ing waters are tickled by the Sun's fingers;

(
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CONVENTIONAL OPINION.

Do you think it easy to face about and

stem the tide of Conventional Opinion? If

so, I ask you if it is easy to swim up

stream; I ask you if it is easy to Hy, to walk

on water, to suspend the action of poison, or

prevent the oncoming of death.

A general idea seems extant among men,
that the majority must necessarily be right,
and it is pretty apt to be the case that they
are, if right means a certain agreed upon
state of things which gives satisfaction to the

mass. People get accustomed to the condi-

tions, and hate the upheaval which arises

from a change of base, even though the

alternative broaden their possibilities. A

Galileo is generally tortured in some form

or other when he iirst asserts himself; for

the very shock to the inertia of being,
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HELL.

Imagine a Nineteenth Century Dante

starting out to explore Hell, and suppose he

takes as companion a Virgil of the Middle

Ages. Let his descent into the nether world

be from a local point, and his record of the

same be printed and preserved as a standard

upon the subject among the moderns. He

would tell of his wanderings amid the shades

of the dead, followed speedily by his explora-
tions among the haunts of the living. The

negative hall of the departed, being far

removed from the awe inspiring inferno of

the denizens upon this side. So having
shaken the impalpable dust of the region of

ghostland from his sacred feet, let us see

where he locates the place called Hell, and

how, after much searching, he found it.
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out against such dogma as unworthy a

Nineteenth Century Priest or Sage, and

hearing the cry, out steps the Dante of

Hades to repudiate this false notion, with

the irresistible logic of fact.
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NIRVANA.

It is amusing to read the oft reiterated

interpretation of Nirvana. Those of us

who belong to the Orient smile, and those

of us who live in the Occident laugh. The

conception seems to have gone abroad that

the Nirvana is a state of being akin to the

hypnotic trance-a placid placidity whose

calmness is that of a dead desert-that the

Nirvana is a smiling Buddha with eyes

heavy with sleep, or a prostrate statue that

stares vacantly upward and never winks.

Pardon our sarcasm, but in face of modern

interpretation we deem ourselves excusable.

If Paradise might be described as a

swinging garden hung with uncertain

ropes over a precipice, if Heaven is the

refuge of all fugitives from Hell; then Nir-
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of motion; along with you will Hy a dove

of peace. The reaction of action will be

lost in the central poise of ultimate life,
and the rebound from extremes swallowed
in the vortex of the mean, where the eter-

nal ires of self are in full flame.
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THE LAW OF RYTHM.

It must have been noticed by this time, by
those who have followed the drift of these

essays, that a law, veiled perhaps but dei-

nite, well understood by the Orient though
scarcely grasped by the Occident, is the fun-

damental text of them all. This principle
of polarity, accepted in speculative psychics,
yet rareb/ reduced to practice, is none

other than the phi1osopher's stone; and the

comprehension and application of the same,
must necessarily make of man a Master by
the acquisition of power which the knowl-

edge and practice bring. The aim of all

philosophies is to discover Unity-to find

in the heterogeneous maze of variety a sta-

ble constancy, or indivisible chain which

shall link event to event, change to change.
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Unreasoning reason has despoiled you of

the instinct of 'the gnat, and left you
stranded on a jagged rock somewhere

twixt sky and sea. Should you reason

less, you would evolve from yourself the

unerring brute; more, the panoplied sage.
But now, dabbler in logic! spurner of in-

stinctl you are neither wise nor a fool. A

slave to the law of periodicity, you fail to

find in it the touch-stone of being; because

blindfolded, you have endured and enjoyed,
but have in no way understood.
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he laughs at his emotionwhenlnsxdn

lifeless thing pull itself together ani vanish

viththeswiftnessinspired The

hunterisheat bythelawofhisornhdlg;
he would he more than monster to strike an

apparently non-resistant crmtnre, which by
the principle of the meeting of extreme is

in rality the most resistant thing on earth.

Children are utterly irresistible hemuse they
cannot resist at all; likewise the inirm md

aged.
Note then, the wisdom of the Master, the

Nazarene; His only hope of a promulgation
of His system of truth, lay in the resist-

ance of nofwesistance. To he sure this

method sometimes fails, as does the other of

fighting fire with fire, but with the mass of

mankind, it works its own sweet will again,
and yet again. Vhether human nature

changes or not, principles are eternal, and

the application of the well known law was

worth the trying.
There is another aspect of the question;

to be in love with, full of something, no

matter what-a country, an idea, or a per-
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with laws, there 18 no great nor small It
18 left wxth the Judgment of man to nghtly
use or abuse th1s paradox of resxstant non

resistance That 1t glves a more extended

scope for hypocnsy and d1ss1mu1at1on than

the robust method of out and out warfare we

adnnt, that It is pregnant wlth the m11d

lymg of wo1nen,ch11dren,an1mals and 1n

sects we well understand, yet as all thmgs,
m order to exlst and thnve, must have

weapons of defense, 1f Nature has provuled
some of her children with smxles, soft cheeks

and a power to love, we can not questlon the

mtegnty of her who seeks to preserve her

beautlful unarmed progeny, as well as those

who are born equxpped for battle

The wlsdom of the Sage of Syria can

never be dxsputed, it was far too subtle for

a unwersal mterpretatxon, and consequently
has been abused and nusunderstood The

Three baskets " of Guatama, have been

unpacked and comprehended, but xt takes a

ph1losopher to read between the 11nes of the

New Testament, and unravel the parable-
paradox 111 which the Nazarene þÿ�g�l�O�1�'�1 ¬�d
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glamour and glow, that out of every ugly
so-called reality, you will catch the glitter of

the apparent illusion, and live in a fog-
tinted splendor which will be utterly unac-

countable to one who has stopped the mouth

of the interpreter and plugged his own ears.
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the perfumer distills rose attar, and steeped
in self-satisfaction, he certainly does exude

something, which has an unendurable com-

fort in it that is diilicult to define.

We must put up with him as the world

goes to balance the Pessimist. Though he

has no touch of grandeur in him, he is tol-

erated and essential. If he soothes you
into weariness, sleep may follow and nerve-

calming dreams. Scowl on him then, he

will never mind, and if he serves no other

purpose than that of allowing you the op-

portunity to give free vent to yourself, he

has not lived in vain as far as you are con-

cerned.
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THE PESSIMIST.

The gloomy grandeur of a great Pessi-

mist is like the twilight of the Canyon of

the Colorado; there the fishes Boat around

without eyes; and you, at the feet of a

Schopenhauer, lose entirely the power to

see. The glance of the Pessimist withers

the lilies, and causes the lips of children to

quiver, when he walks their way. A

woman of the timid sort, trembles in his

presence, but adores him; he is fatal to

her, yet she loves him to the death. He

reads earth from its crust to igneous rock,
and discovers the fire at her breast that

must inevitably go out or rend her to

pieces. He beholds the Universe return-

ing by slow stages to the goal of "not/ming,"
or back to that Unit Will, that plays with
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ruins of 9. Babylon or a Thebes lie spread,
shouting back from behind a temple of some

defunct Memnon, his voice an echo among
the tombs, the story of the rise and fall of

Nations; while faintly in the wake of his

hollow tones, come the cry of the bittern and

the hoot of the owl. He would prove pro-

gress a dream, and aspiration a chimera; he

would steep you in the bitterness of your-

self, and force you to drink the decoction.

Never stale, he is pungent, terrible. On

the stage, he plays tragedy. He writes his

novels with red ink, and veils the moral in

the habiliments of death. His tread is mar-

tial; he 'rights sublimely-hand to hand.

As Esculapius, he uncovers foetid sores, and

lays bare ulcers. As Realist, he opens the

shutters of brothels, and Hoods the den of

prostitution with the glare of day. He

paints nude pictures, and decorates the

halls of art with copies of "Things as they
are." He chemically analyzes the under-

ground sewers of the wor1d's Paris, and

shrinks not a whit from the foul breath of

the cesspool. He is afraid of nothing; he
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does the acquiescence of others in his

eternal complaints. His one chance of de-

fending his position lies in an opposing
obstacle, and that failing him, he is undone.

To please him, you must ight him tooth

and nail; would you oH`end him, shut your

lips; the more silent you become, the more

enraged he grows-he beats the air, he

fumes-only an Optimist can control him.

In fact they are true mates, for the Optimist
efectually closes the Pessimist's mouth, and

allows him no vent for the sulphuric lava of

his seething soul.
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HOW MEN ARGUE.

The world seems to be divided into two

parties on this subject of Optimism and Pes-

simism, and one half wrangles with the

other, as though it were aiming to cut the

habitable globe in two. But the philoso-
pher? Does he deny the right of either or

of both? Does he preach a mezzo condition,
where vice is merged into virtue, and black

into white? Does he live in a dim gray fog,
neither warm nor cold? Does he count on

the dawn and the gloaming, and sleep
through day and night? Are his food and

drink luke warm, and his words bitter

sweet?

Here let us state, that though the Sage
understands and often rests on the balance

of the golden mean, he in no way avoids the

experience which implies the limit of ex-
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Death stalks at his left side, Life at his

right, and he holds them both by the hand;
he relates them, and in relating, transcends

and comprehends them. He bends the

straight line to a circle, and shifts the

poles at will.

The philosopher knows full well that the

Optimist is right, that the Pessimist is

right-the chameleon may be red to-day and

green to-morrow. The philosopher believes

in the rythm, which mystiies the Optimist,
and deludes the Pessimist; he realizes that

the points of View are many, and that each

position is true to its landscape. He under-

stands that the Optimist is near-sighted, and

that to him, distant things are blurred,
while the Pessimist is too far-sighted to

catch the meaning of the near. In fact the

world's Optimists and Pessimists are noth-

ing to one who sweeps the whole landscape
with unerring eyes, while he pulls the past
from the depths, and the future from the

heights, merging cause and eH`ect together,
and reading them as two pages of the same

book.
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nightingale by the matchless music of his

trill. He pipes where brooks wander, and

Pan entranced, forgets to play, merging
himself in the strange rapture, which holds

more of beauty than his weird fancy ever

conjured.
The poet comes to earth rarely; his

rythmic return is heralded by the minstrel

and the seer; Lesbos pants with joy when

Sappho opens her eyes, and the harp is hung
on the dead-tree limb when the "Tenth

Muse" passes.
To wake to the poet is to rise to the god,

for his song is immortal, and escaping the

singer, it vies with time in its eternal race,

Like that of the comet, the poet's orbit is

unaccountable. Coming from an unreck-

oned distance, he illuminates heaven, and

vanishes to startle and enamour the unseen

watchers of another sky. The poet bright-
ens the sun, gilds the star, crowns the

mountain, crests the wave. He dashes on a

country, to renew its vestal tires, then wings
his way far off and out of sight into the dim

and endless blue.
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alone can humble. But the cave man, the

drift man, walked in a way, with God.

Right here let us say, that the word God is

elastic, and means something diferent to

each human being, to say nothing of its in-

terpretation by those who terrorized or frater-

nized with the mammoth and the mastodon.

These prehistoric individuals, as their relics

indicate, came up against something which

astounded them; they discovered the wall of

adamant, which was as non-understandable

as is Spencer's Unknowable. To picture it

another way, they found themselves aiioat

on a shoreless sea, and asked, but half con-

sciously,
" whence and whither."

It makes no diH`erence whether your skull

is twenty inches around, or twenty-four,
whether you dress in skins, use stone im-

plements and dwell in a cave, or stride

about in broadcloth, carry a revolver and

live in a castle; you are bound to be BOUND

by the non-understandable, which masters

you by its mystery, and consequently forces

you to religion. And by religion we mean

that worship of a something or some one
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the Pope, the Pope excommunicates Luther,
and each damns the other to a hell blazing
with ire and brimstone.

But behold a second anomaly; these "ab-

solutely right" Protestants, break up into

sects innumerable, battle among themselves,
oft-times to the death, and show to the whole

world the paradox of fallible infallibility,
which puzzles it even to this day.

On earth, the famed Prince Sidartha has

a larger following than any other of the

sublime Masters of religious thought, and

yet, alas! the Tripitika is interpreted to

please the sect that reads; each one positive
of correct rendering, and challenging the

other to a disproval of the same.

In the realms of science and art, there

are conservative schools which will brook

no assertion on the part of others that

their platform can in any way be shaken.

Against this "I am all right and you are

all wrong" idea, we bitterly protest; what-

ever of truth there is in a man's cult, is be-

littled and degraded the moment he takes

this ground. Do not mistake us, we have
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beyond his mental grasp into the dimt
inscrutible Divine.
* * 'F 'F 'll ik

To synthesize religions is to ind the

common property belonging to each, and he:

who unveils idols, elucidates creeds, and

tears out the hearts of bibles, is the greatest
Master of them all.
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THE ILLUMINATI.

You will notice, if you scan the sky on a

clear night, that stars of the first magnitude
are comparatively few, while those of a les-

ser order gem all heaven. When the Dog
Star catches your glance, and hypnotizes
you into seeing naught but itself, the specks
of gold dust with which the blue is powdered,
melt and flow into it, till grown to an enor-

mous sun, it envelops and enthralls you.
ii# SIC =l= *K * *

We read of the Illuminati, and we close

the book and wonder. Are they the bap-
tized who carry the tapers, or mystics con-

cealed in hollow rocks; are they among us

or far off? Are they perfect, or endowed
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one datum. We eliminate at the start, all

imaginary beings of whom other people
have dreamed, also all those who claim en-

lightenment and bring no proof. Assertion

amounts to nothing in this investigation;
we get rid of all legend and myth; we care

naught for the laying on of hands, nor unc-

tious experiences. We search the broad

earth over for proof, in the form of some-

thing le& behind by these Beings called Il-

luminati, or for the sacred One himself in

person, who, like the Dog Star, can illumin-

ate and enthrall us. We are willing to take

as evidence either himself, or the work that

he is doing or has done. It is not necessary
that we raid the den of an author, if we hold

his book in our hand; the picture of an

artist is his verification; the statue of a

Phryne proves the existence of Praxitiles,
or some one else thus labeled. That Soc-

rates is lost in Plato, and Plato merged in

Socrates is' immaterial, when the "Apology"
lies open upon our desk; whether there

were two Sapphos or one, is out of the ques-

tion, while the "Hymn to Aphrodite
"
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working by a method, for the explanation of

which, there is no language.
If there were bodies of men in Belgium,

or anywhere, that answered to this descrip-
tion, we implore proof; we know that, if

there were not one Jesus, at least there were

those who conceived of the "Sermon on

the Mount," for we have read it. If the

story of Bhagavat is a myth, the "Three

Baskets "
are still teeming. Let us see if

these far-famed Illuminati of the Mystics
have left anything as verification of them-

selves. But wait, we must be more care~

ful. Is there a Hawless gem? Perfection,
what does it mean? We can grasp but one

deinition. If all things are undergoing
endless change by the law of Rythm,
wherein lies perfection? Simply in this,
that the highest tide means the ultimate

as to aim; the_thing, whatever it be, re-

treating, to rise again to another climax.

A perfect rose is one which manifests in

every particular the qualities of a rose; so

with man, so with an angel. For a man to

evolve an angel out of his decayed old age,
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not generally known.) To have occult

lore at one's command, to have discovered

laws and facts beyond the ken of humanity
at large, and to give out as one sees fit, is

to be a sort of japanese Mikado of ancient

times, upon whose face man dared not

look, who, nevertheless, through his shrewd

and too powerful Shogun dispensed wisdom

and justice ad libitum.

That there have been such men, that

there are such men, the data demonstrate.

Is there a flawless gem? In the sense

that it answers the demand of the eye,

yes; under the microscope, no. But we

seldom extend our vision with a brass

tube; our eyes are adapted to the world,
and the world to them. In this sense,

there is much that is perfect. Our Illum-

inati, whether visible or concealed, create

and perpetuate by that tremendous soul

energy, whose constituent is fre. Should

you catch the eye of one enlightened, or

stand dazed before the work of him, he

would so heat and inflame you, that your
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dreaming soul must needs wake. Like
the great gourmand, Sirius, who swallows

the stars, he in his greed, would devour

every other luminary, and become to you
an insatiate sun, covering all heaven.
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ALONE.

Utterly, without a friend. On foreign
soil, in the shade of a ruin; you discourse

to yourself, no one understands you, for you

speak in a strange tongue; you frighten
people with your tears, and living things
shrink from you. How you came here is

a mystery; whither you are going, you
know not; for once in your life you stand

isolate; the trees shrink from you, and

the sun draws its veil; even the air smoth-

ers you-nothing is yours. This is not

hell, nor an ice palace of frozen self, but

that terrible nostalgia whose clutch is

worse than death. And yet you came

here by slow degrees, leaving one thing
loved after another; the last face smiled

on you long ago, then the last flower; now
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molish and annihilate you in herself, or

roll the spinning earth from beneath you,

leaving you bodiless, a naked soul, palpita-
ting in space. Is it your fault? You im-

agine so; you have wandered away. You

know that you were a long time getting
here, that you might have gone back; but
now you are lost, the old world has vau-

ished, the new is a tomb. You put your
arms longingly around the ruined column,
it gives no response; you lean your cheek

against it, it kisses the ivy, but not you;
and then, your tears all shed, you pray, and

implore Death to strike you, lest you take

your own life; but he, even he despises you
as too cheap a victim. How awake, how

alive you are in your own company! The

terrible realization of Seb" is upon you; the

potential energies of a new world are waking
while those of the old are falling asleep.
ll! # * =l= ii #

Man who dares to wander in realms not

trod by his ancestors, who explores in-

tellectual and moral jungles, who strays
away from home, far, far, till he loses the
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YOU

You say to yourself that the day must

arrive when you can fold your hands and be

happy; your work Hnished, everything com-

plete, you will sit down and enjoy the result.

You are running a race, and when the goal
is reached, you will rest in a sort of trance

ecstacy, till time shall end. You under-

stand life to be a probation, or rather a pre-

paration for s1'1"1'ING STILL. A prolonged
idleness seems to you, in your present com-

prehension of things, to be the ultimate of

living-an aim worthy the struggle, a re-

sult worth the price.
Perhaps you are young; if so, you have

doubtless set apart a certain number of years
for this, and another for that; you have

planned every step of your way to nowhere
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akin to a cloud, which you expect to sail on

nevertheless. Your life is all a great by
and by, vague and hazy, but so overcharged
with bliss that your energy is constantly
sapped in the anxiety of waiting for it.

You wonder sometimes why other people,
old folks, are not enjoying what you feel

certain that you will. They have reached

the age of realization, their time of work has

passed, they have wealth and leisure, and

alas, senility. You console yourself that it

is not the fault of the method, the idea, but

of them. You talk with one, an old man;
he will tell you that his reward is in heaven,
that on the other side every kind of bliss

awaits him, that he is lying upon the door-

step of the temple, which he will enter

to-morrow, where there is rapture eternal;
that in heaven there is no night, but a

splendor of sun, and golden streets past
understanding; that he has but to die to

arrive at it all; he is "only waiting."
And this is the refrain that you sing also;

waiting/ waiting/ for what? To-morrow,
which will be another to-day; perchance
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better, perchance worse, but another to-day.
Some one, which will be another entity,
perhaps better, perhaps worse, than the one

with which you fraternize now, but another

entity. A new country which will have its

mountains and vales, its lakes and streams

but slightly different from your native land.

A new heaven with a similar sun to that

which captured your gaze this morning,
and a new earth, with an ocean and dry
land not far different from that upon which

you travel now. Or if you have rounded

your three score years and ten, and found

your road to have been the,dead level of

repetition, you delude yourself with the idea

that "There is no road without some turn~

ing," and expect at the sharp corner of death
to wake up in a flood tide of glory, born into

heaven full grown.
You undoubtedly discover that there is

still to your dreaming eyes a Future which

veils itself, and allures you with the promise
of a more distant portal and paradise, yet
farther oH` and harder to reach. So you go
on chasing the Future, which somehow you
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can never catch. If perchance you lay
hands on her, she slips through your

fingers like an eel; she well knows that

possession spoils the charm, that her

hold on you lies in illusive, slippery
attributes; she entices you through the val-

ley and appears again far away on the

mountain top; she throws you a kiss from

the edge of the precipice, and peeps out later

from behind a far-away forest tree. She
never does more than to throw kisses; her

lips touch no man's, they are sacred. You

are dying for love of her, dying by inches,
and she knows it. She watches you as you

fade, her eyes radiant with happiness. "One

more victim," she says, "one more." She is

the Queen of a heaven peopled with beings,
ever restless with insatiate passion for her-

self-the Isis-veiled future. There is no

calm in this place, no peace. Her's are the

only satisfied eyes; all others are iilled with

longing, longing for her.
Dk #K * * SIC *

You are eternally asking, "What is the

object of life, my ly'e?" As if life, like
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it, and the lily, even the bee and the bird;
and you, perhaps you, if you listen, will

hear it, faintly but certainly-the foot-fall
of the Lord.

`

"Consider the lilies, how they grow; they
toil not, neither do they spin." But per-
ceive the anomaly; some few, imagine that

they understand, and fold their hands idly,
refusing to Work. Alas! these few are

more undone and godless than those who

chase the chimera of the far-o&`. Mark

you, the more you calculate, plan, and

arrange for the Future, the wiser you are,

but live in the now. Remember that this

very calculating, this very mathematical

problem of to-morrow, is the evolving that

you are to enjoy this moment. To-
morrow is nothing to you, except as you
hold it with tight clutch on the lap of lo-

afay. This mood of yours, which means

this present hour (and we calculate time by
states of mind), this mood of yours, is your

lfe, your now, be it heaven or hell, it is

yours, you; and though you forestall and

trap the Future by a device of the present,
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you are you, only as you grapple with the

hour's mood-your environment's mood-

for you and your environment are to all

intents, one.

Farewell Future! Farewell Past! Wed

them To-day, and they will respond to

another name.
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with love and reverence; he considers it in

all things-the nature of a thing is the law

of it-he debates very little whether it is

good or evil; it is, and that is su$cient. In

watching plant life, he discovers that each

individual species is distinctly selfish in its

effort to be, protecting itself not only with

means of defense, but with weapons of de-

struction. He furthermore finds that it

adapts itself to environment, and changes to

some extent its habits to fit new conditions.

Its prime idea seems to be that of preserving
its individuality as against all odds, having
no sympathy nor altruistic tendencies toward

plants of a diH`erent species, ignoring them

altogether unless there can be between them

a system of interchange, or service rendered

back and forth.

In animal life we observe the same tend-

ency. The nature of each organized creature

is first and foremost to preserve itself and its

offspring; and by itself, it means an entity
which in its own nature, is different from

every other. Nature would seem to mean

the individuality of each living thing, or
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continual struggle, the one with the other,
is the source of unceasing amusement to her

restless sel£ She is not in the least alarmed

about the result, she knows that nothing of

hers can be destroyed. The light put out

is not the annihilation of fire. The figure
rubbed od' the slate is not its destruction in

mind. So, determined that they all shall

have a chance, she allows her oR`spring (or
rather her myriad little selves) to have their

iight out, one with the other, getting an

immense amount of enjoyment from the

unceasing strife.

-I' 'K' 'I' -I' I' 'I'

People speak of Nature as belonging
to some things and not to others, using
language so loosely that the words make lies

of themselves for the deluding of mankind.

For instance, one says, "Nature is never

cruel, but man is;" as though man had

escaped his mother, and stood aloof. If he

Hatters himself in this way, his conceit will

be overthrown on the day, perhaps, when he

comes to die. However there is one thing
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but remember that the Nature of you is not

a thing apart, but yourself temporarily
completed, which shall again evolve another

expression of you as an individual, you will

learn the meaning of the word variety, and

awake to the consciousness of life.
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THE UNEXPECTED.

The Orient prates a great deal about the

Law of Cause and EH`ect, while in the Occi-

dent there is a phrase after this manner,
" 'Tis the unexpected that always happens."
We believe that there is no getting away
from the East or the West; their maxims

appear contradictory, but let us see. If we

knew cause and causes, we could easily figure
out eH`ects. In fact the two would appear to

our understanding side by side; but causes

have a way of hiding themselves, while eH`ects

Haunt their handkerchiefs in our faces; they
are imps that seem to be born out of nothing,
in the country of nowhere. To be sure, the

nests and dens of some of them are easily
discovered, but the majority, like snakes

and tigers, conceal their lairs. Causes are
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fathered by causes, and the present results,
which presume to please or insult us are

metamorphosing before our very eyes, and

becoming the parent of effects due to-morrow.

The Occident comes in at this stage and

sneeringly asserts that "It is the unexpected
that always happens." If yesterday's cause

were an eifect of the day before, nevertheless,
I have had it temporarily in my hand as a

breeder, and I might have discovered what

kind it would bring forth. So today was

not necessarily pregnant with a great sur-

prise, but of course I failed to watch; I was

busy. A match was dropped, I forgot, and

it lay where it fell. This morning my house

burned over my head; I have no roof but the

sky. It was quite unexpected; the cause

was a mouse and a match.

It is not always possible nor convenient to

trace events backward. In many cases some

think that it is necessary and wise to look

upon them as thunderbolts in clear heaven,
miracles, or visitations of Providence. It is

more comfortable to our so-called conscience,
to relegate disaster and "good 1uck" to an
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arrival of others from unlooked for quarters.
He has steeped himself in these evil dreams,
till his flavor is quite different from that of

better men, and when the effect protrudes its

head, new-born from the cause, he is dumb,
and terriiied with surprise. He had pre-
sumed that it was his special privilege to

scowl right and left, that repartee and sarcasm

were his exclusive right; and when he finds

himself paid up in his own coin, he is

astonished beyond measure. If he is inclined

to cant phrases, he bemoans the dispensations
of a Providence which selected him as an

example of its mysterious dealings with

mankind. His causality, which is keen

about others, is utterly wanting in regard to

himself; overwhelmed with the unexpected,
he poses before the world as an example of

human inconsistency.
The question resolves itself then into this:

to what extent can men know cause, or to

put it another way, to what degree must

man be shocked, either pleasantly or

otherwise, by the unexpected? It would

seem that the more observant and rational
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known, and every result exactly as we had

calculated, were we omnipresent and omni-

scient, so correct that a mistake would be

an impossibility, we should be deprived of

the joy of life-the ever varying charm of

the Unexpected-mystery would vanish,
and with it the Veil of Isis.

It is only when the surprise is too sharp
that it is a terror and a pain. A deluge
of misfortunes, inundations of joy, bring
shocks that kill. But the soft delight that

thrills, from an unexpected kiss on the

cheek, or the throb of sympathy from
unlooked-for tears, are necessary to life's

shadowy delight.
So then the Orient and the Occident are

right. Cause and EH`ect is the Nemesis
that chases us eternally, to spitefully shriek
in our ears the maxim of "The Unex-

pected."
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PRAYER.

All men pray. Some wear long robes

and stand on the street-corners, others

retire into their closets. Prayer is longing,
desire to have. All men pray. But he

of the broad phylacteries, loud voice and

eloquent tongue, is perhaps speaking to be

heard ofmen. Prayer is a cry, an agonized
cry; it comes from the heart when one is

alone. It is the abandon of self in longing,
imploring. Rarely can one lose himself in

entreaty when others are listening, rarely.
"

Philosophy is ice," you say, "to whom,
to what, shall we go when in great sorrow,

great anxiety? Upon whose breast shall

we pillow our heads, what heart will

respond to us, what eyes?" Philos-

ophyl You have but half grasped it,
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if you find the touch cold. To love

wisdom is to be philosophic, and love is of

the heart. You may wrestle with ontology
and feel nothing, for intellect is icy; but

when the emotions warm to Truth, the

pulse of Being beats fast. The wisdom-

lover is on ire. The pseudo philosopher
is a half-iledged bird; his wings are a

burden; he were better as a quadruped, for

now he can neither walk nor ily. Large
brained, heartless, having no understanding
of the opposite pole of his being, he is

top-heavy and unreliable; weighted with

thought, lacking buoyancy of feeling, he

prays in a dumb uncertainty. His longing
is like that of the dimly-conscious plant,
that reaches out here and there for, it

knows not what. There is a vague ache in

the place where his heart ought to be,
which he tries to think down. Yet the fire

smolders even in him, faintly under the

ashes.

All men pray. "If God is unrelenting
law, why beseech him?" you ask. Ah!

Love is a law. The Universal is about
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idolatry ; the Universal manifests in variety;
Kistna has many expressions.

Do you demand a friend; he comes, he

must. You force him to you by the energy
of your prayer; the deserted take heaven

by storm. But this is praying for some

thing. There are others on their knees;
harkl "Deliver us from temptation, de-

sire." A condition of coolness and calm

steals on one who prays that the fires of his

being may be quenched. The flame of life

riots and burns, his very soul is seared; the

balance between intellect and heart is lost ;
in despair of himself he closes his eyes to

shut out the light, and the blessing falls

from the sun's arms-'t is the fog-chill,
healing and salt.

The philosopher prays on his feet, as he

moves, burning for Truth. Clear-headed

to see, hot-hearted to feel, he alternates

prayer with thought, wisdom with love.

Remember that there is everything in the

All-a mint of gold, a pharmacy of medi-

cine, a University of learning, a panorama
of sights, a mother's bosom, a lover's heart.
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even he-this white sepulcher-sometimes
grovels in prayer. All men pray.

Dear one,
"

Let not your heart be troubled,"
pray. There is somewhere a bosom for your
tired head; pray. To beg at the portal of

God, is no disgrace. Ask naught from man,

plead where the heart of the Universe beats,
aye do more, demand. Stand erect, with

open eyes, reach out and take. As you
warm with prayer, your exordium, a petition,
merges into your peroration, a demand.

The Master which philosophy evolves,
lays hands on that which is his.
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THE ALPHA AND OMEGA.

The word God, is but a term, and yet at

the use of it, we uncover our heads. It is

man's attempt at expressing something
which he can not express, of conveying an

idea which never can be conveyed.
We are not impressed by the name, for

that implies good only; but to the awful

Something which lies back of it, and means

Power, the Beginning, the End, the Ulti-

mate, we kneel.

To the Greeks, Zeus roared in thunder

and Hashed in lightning. Even now man

realizes God in the cyclone and the tempest.
All things sublime, irresistible, overwhelm-

ing are, to an ignorant mortal, God's means

of manifestation. The awful love which He

inspires is impregnated with fear. From

the lowest specimens of humanity to the
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highest, the same dread rapture thrills the

nerves and stimulates the heart, at the

thought of the Ultimate.

Ignorance makes of God one thing, Wis-

dom another; but whatever He or If seems

to be, He stands to the worshipper as the

arbiter of destiny, and a dread Reality which

none can escape. A piercing, all-seeing eye
seems to follow man to the uttermost parts
of the earth; no cavern however dark, no pit
however deep, eifectually hides him from

this penetrating, accusing glance; the light
of it Hoods him in the tomb, and naked, he

is seen as he really is, by one whom he calls

God. Perchance it is a scaled and horned

monster; but the deep orb has caught him;
he is recognized, marked, watched. It

may be the stolid glare of a wooden image,
or a stone idol, its gaze is on him. This

terrible eye grows keener in the dark, and

draws and accuses its victim, till utterly
servile, completely subdued, he brings sacri-

ices to blind, or put it out. Could man

shut up the eye of God, for but a day,
carnage would run riot, and earth would be
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catches the shooting-star in invisible hands,
and picks it to pieces. He analyzes the

chemicals of distant suns with his spectrum,
and discovers that the far-oH` and the

near by, in substance, are one and the same.

To comprehend heaven, he dives into earth.
As geologist, he investigates the strata of

the planet on which he lives, and learns

from it how stars are made. He solves the

riddle of the sky near home, and bases his

deductions upon data close at hand. The

majesty of Aldebaran and Sol are akin to

that of the spinning ball on which he dwells,
and the throne of God were as well set on

Olympus as at the highest peak of a Bery
star in mid-heaven. He is growing, and his

God grows with him. There has come upon
him the consciousness that the Little and

the Great are equally mysterious and out

of reach. He seizes his microscope and

nervously hunts for the small, smaller,
smallest, till the lens fails, and his eye is

exhausted. In his terror of the minute, the

immense vanishes, Life, more and more

tiny, beyond him, exquisite! awful! The
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its disguise, but another appears more in-

scrutible than the first, and the Sphinx,
unfathomed, marches on.

" Canst thou by searching find out God ? "

Man leaves the outer and explores Lhe

inner; from physics to metaphysics, is but a

step. He studies the Ego and the Alter

Ego, the Subject and Object; he investigates
the emotions, the intellect, the will; he

reaches for the meeting place of physiology
and phychology, matter and mind; he debates
the power of choice, the influence of environ-

ment, the truth of heredity; then back again
to biology to mentally dissect the germ-cell
and the nuclei, chemically analyzing the

protoplasm, and frantically experimenting
on the ameba, but, newfaced, the Sphinx
moves on. Then turning upon himself, a

true iconoclast, he tears out his own heart;
with the dissecting instrument of intellect

he probes it, and in the very act, its love and

hate escape him. He attacks his own brain,
to End the meaning of it also, and the subtle

something recorded there, but thought van-

ishes with the onslaught.
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laws. At last he stands stripped of delusion

before the Ultimate, the Incomprehensible,
the ever-present Unity. The changeless
Mate of Change, for which he Ends NO NAME.

He coils, like a serpent, upon himself, and

unites the extremes of his own being, into

the spiral symbol of the East, to discover

the fixed Principle of principles-adevouring
mouth, drawing the lashing tail of Variety
into its depths. He uncoils and extends his

glittering body, stiH` and stark in the sun,
to iind the Law of laws dictating the length
of the stretch. Licensed to create in variety,
yet ever restricted by the Principle of Unity,
discerning this incomparable pair, inding
himself undiscoverable as I7] and discover-

able in many, awed by the opposition of the

two poles of his unfathomable being, shocked

at his puerile attempts in the days of his

youth to find out God, he holds his breath

and utters no sound, lest he desecrate the

Everlasting, and profane the Unknown.




